Preface

There are very few personalities in any generation who join the stream of life and leave behind an indelible imprint on subsequent generations. Two such great personalities were Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) and Maria Montessori (1870-1952). Both of them serve as embodiments of intellectual achievement, not only within their respective countries but also throughout the world. Both firmly asserted the fundamental fact that children are 'humans' and the ultimate focus of education is the learner. Their lives and writings have exerted a profound influence on the evolution and practice of modern educational thoughts and applications. Both adopted innovative ways of thinking which decisively improved the quality of education for children.

Rabindranath Tagore and Maria Montessori were profoundly dissatisfied with education, as it was practiced during their own times. Their rigorous criticism of the prevalent educational system throws light on the aims, methods and challenges of education of the twentieth century. Their writings also shaped the educational theory and pedagogical practice, throughout the world. Their educational thoughts, principles and innovative methods of implementation are still relevant today. This research attempts to clarify their respective positions, the interplay of various diverse influences and to compare their respective philosophies which shaped their educational thoughts. Undertaking such a comparison is of crucial significance in the present context, particularly in view of the efficacy of the thoughts and principles of both these educators in the modern world.
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